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I. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of scattering of time harmonic electromagnetic waves by a 
perfectly conducting object may be formulated as an integral equation for 
the magnetic field on the surface of the scatterer (Maue [ 16, lo]). The 
present paper shows that this equation may be solved iteratively for low 
frequencies when the scattering surface is Lyapunov (e.g., Giinter 
C6 P. 11). 
For slightly more restrictive boundaries (C3), existence and uniqueness 
proofs for the boundary value problem of perfect reflection of stationary 
electromagnetic waves in homogeneous media were given by C. Miiller 
[lS], H. Weyl [29], W. K. Saunders [22] and A. P. Calderon [S]. In 
these treatments, the existence of eigenvalues of the adjoint, interior 
problem complicated the analysis. Werner [27] provided a uniform treat- 
ment for all wavenumbers by introducing volume integrals. Knauff and 
Kress [I41 have extended to electromagnetics the idea of Brakhage and 
Werner [3] to remove the complication of interior eigenvalues using only 
boundary integrals. The exterior boundary value problem of perfect reflec- 
tion becomes the scattering problem if the boundary values specified are 
the values of the known incident field at the surface of the scattering body. 
Thus, the work of Miiller and others establishes the existence and uni- 
queness of a solution to the scattering problem for C’ boundaries. 
The present paper does establish existence and uniqueness for low fre- 
quencies and Lyapunov boundaries; however, the main purpose is to prove 
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that the boundary integral equation may be solved by iteration. This is 
done by showing that the spectral radius of the resulting integral operator 
is less than one for small perturbations of the corresponding potential 
operator. In our discussion. we shall point out how the proof would 
proceed in the more restrictive boundary case. The solution by successive 
approximation was suggested by Ormsby [20], who did not provide a 
proof of convergence. 
This work is an application to electromagnetics of an extended 
Neumann’s method described by Kleinman [ 121 which has already found 
successful application in acoustics (Ahner and Kleinman [2], Kleinman 
and Wendland [ 131) and elasticity (Ahner and Hsiao [ 1 I). 
In Section 2 we describe the surface of the scattering body and define the 
function spaces we will use in our solution of the problem. Section 3 con- 
tains a precise statement of the boundary value problem we wish to solve. 
Properties of the potential operator, R,. for our problem, including com- 
pactness, are established in Section 4. A version of Plemelj’s theorem 
(which gives the location and nature of eigenvalues) for R, is proved in 
Section 5. Section 6 contains a proof of the convergence of the sequence of 
iterates. We show in Section 7 that with the solution of the integral 
equation we can define functions which satisfy the boundary value problem 
stated in Section 3, thus establishing an equivalence between the solution of 
the boundary value problem and the solution of the integral equation. 
Also included is an appendix in which conditions are established under 
which the divergence of a simple layer potential with a vector density can 
be represented by a simple layer potential with a summable density, a 
result which is essential to our solution of the scattering problem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let S be a closed, bounded surface in R3 with interior Di, exterior D,, 
and unit normal A directed into D,. Denote points in Iw3 by Pi = (xi, I’,, 2,). 
and the distance between two points by R,= IP;- I’,\. Finally, let f, denote 
a unit vector in the direction of Pi and ri be the magnitude (r, : = /Pit, 
Ai= PJPJ). 
We shall discuss the solution of the scattering problem for two types of 
surfaces: S three times continuously differentiable (Werner [26]) in which 
case we say S is smooth, and S Lyapunov, which means, among other 
things, that the normal is Holder continuous with index denoted here by CI 
(Giinter [S, p. 11). For S Lyapunov, the surface belongs in the more 
general class characterized by Burago et al. [4]. We assume along with 
Burago et al. that there exists a sequence of closed smooth surfaces S;, 
lying exterior to S which reduce to S in the following sense: each S;, is 
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given by a continuous mapping 4, of S into R3 such that d,(P) + P E S 
uniformly with respect to PE S as m + cc and that j dS:, -+ j dS. We 
assume further that fi(#,(P)) + A(P) uniformly. A similar assumption is 
made for closed smooth surfaces S,, which reduce to S from the interior. 
For the case when the Lyapunov index c1= 1, Smirnov [23, Vol. IV, 
p. 6003 actually constructs a sequence of such “parallel surfaces.” 
If Q is a closed domain in R3, denote by P(Q) the space of n times con- 
tinuously differentiable complex valued functions on 52 with norm 11 lIn and 
by C”(Q) the space of Holder continuous complex valued functions on Q 
with norm 
IId, = Il~llo+~lC~4l (2.1) 
where 
lldo = SUP ldP)l 
PER 
(2.2) 
h,[u]= sup I~(P,)-~(Pz)I 
P,.P>ER IP, - Pzl 1 
PI # P! 
(2.3) 
(Vekua [25]). These definitions remain valid for vector valued functions if 
I I is interpreted as Euclidean length. Furthermore, we denote by C”,(S), 
C;(S) those Banach spaces of vector valued functions on S which are 
tangential to S (no normal components). 
Let Va denote the simple layer potential 
(2.4) 
If a is bounded and integrable on S, then Va is Holder continuous 
throughout all of R3 (Gunter, [S, p. 441). If a E P(S) and S is Lyapunov, 
the limiting values of V. Va and V x Va as P, approaches S while remain- 
ing in Dj or D, can be derived from Lyapunov’s theorem on the limiting 
values of the derivative of a simple layer (Giinter [S, p. 2861). These are 
(Vx Va);=(Vx Va),*rixa 
6’ 
(2.5 
(V. Va), =(V. Va),fri.a. 
6’ 
(2.6 
The subscript i(e) denotes the limit from Di (D,) and the subscript S 
denotes the principal value of the function on S. Moreover, the limiting 
values belong to CD(S), 0 < fi < CI < 1. 
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3. THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
The calculation of the electromagnetic field (Es”‘, Hscat) produced when 
a given incoming time-harmonic electromagnetic wave (Einc, HinC) is scat- 
tered by a closed, bounded perfectly conducting surface S leads to the 
following boundary value problem: 
H Scat and E”‘“’ satisfy the time-independent Maxwell’s equations 
V x Es”“’ = iopH”“‘, V x H”““’ = -io E E”“’ in D,, (3.1) 
,j x E”“’ = -A x Eins fi . H”“’ = -fi. HI”’ on S, (3.2) 
and the radiation conditions 
lim ~{i x (V x Es”‘) + &Es”“’ j. = 0 (3.3) r- 7 
lim Y{F x (V x Hscat) + &H”“’ ) = 0 (3.4) r + T 
uniformly in all directions. The constant k in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) is related 
to the constitutive parameters E and p by k2 = d E p, Im k 2 0. In the case 
of smooth S, we shall require 
H”“‘, E”“’ E C”( D,) n C(D,), (3.5) 
and in the case of S Lyapunov, 0 < c( < 1, we shall require 
H”“’ E C’(D’) n C(D,) 
hxE,=O a.e. on S, 
and 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
E summable on S 
where E = E”“’ + E ‘“’ is the total electric field. 
The integral equation for the total magnetic surface current a = n x H, 
H = HinC + H”‘“‘, generally attributed to Maue (Honl et al. [lo]), is 
. eikR?cj 
-aa(P 
s R,, 1 =2ri(P,)xH’“‘(P,). ((3.8) 
We adopt the convention that the subscript on the V-operator indicates the 
differentiation variable. 
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Define the operator R, to be 
(3.9) 
In which case, Eq. (3.8) can be written 
a- R,a=c (3.10) 
where c = 2ri x H’“‘. Rk is an operator valued function of k which becomes, 
Ids, 1 (3.11) 
for k = 0. 
We propose to solve Eq. (3.10) using the iteration 
a(, + l) = Rkatn) + c, a’O’ = 
Since Rk is linear, this leads to the sequence 
n+l 
C. (3.12) 
a”‘+‘)= 1 RJkc. (3.13) 
J=o 
In a Banach space setting we prove that if c belongs to an appropriate 
space B with norm (( (lB, if R, maps B into B (hence Rjk does also) and if 
the spectral radius ra(Rk) of Rk is less than one, then for small values of k 
the sequence (3.13) converges in norm to a function in B. This limit will 
satisfy the integral equation (3.10) (Taylor [24, p. 2623). Our proof 
involves establishing these properties for R. before considering Rk. 
4. BASIC PROPERTIES OF R, 
In this section, we establish the existence, Holder continuity, and com- 
pactness of R,. 
THEOREM 4.1. 1f a E C,(S), then 
IRod 6 A llal10 (4.1) 
where A is a constant which depends only on the surface S; i.e., (1 RoJJo Q A. 
Werner [26, Lemma 161 has proved Theorem 4.1 in the case when S is 
smooth and Kress 115, Satz 4.21 has proved it for S Lyapunov, c1= 1. 
Kress’ proof can be modified for 0 < c( < 1 using the fact that weakly 
singular integrals on Lyapunov surfaces exist (Mikhlin [ 17, p. 1581). 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let S be Lyapunotl, 0 < r < 1. [f a E C,(S) then R,a is 
Hiilder continuous with exponent 8, 0 < /I < r < 1; i.e., 
IRoa(f’, )- R,,a(P2)l <A llal10 Ip, - p,l”. (4.2) 
The exponent /I is arbitrary, but must satkfi the strict inequality. The con- 
stant A depends only on the surface S. 
The Holder continuity of R, has been established by Werner 
[26, Lemma 61 in the case of smooth S and by Kress [ 15, Satz 4.31 in the 
case S Lyapunov, x = 1. To show R, is Holder continuous in the case S 
Lyapunov, 0 < s( < 1, we write R, as the difference of two integrals: 
R,a=Rb”a-R;‘Ja (4.3 1 
where 
(4.4) 
and 
ii(V,$ dS,. 
20 1 
Observe that R[f’a is the normal derivative of a simple layer. Giinter 
[8, p. 611 has proved that if a is bounded and integrable, then Rf’a exists, 
is bounded and is Holder continuous. Although Giinter did not specifically 
relate the Holder index of Rb2’a to the Holder index of the surface S, such 
an estimate is contained in his proof. Using techniques similar to those of 
Giinter, it is possible to complete the proof by showing that Rh”a also 
exists and is Holder continuous (Gray [7, Theorems 4.2 and 4.33 ). 
In proving compactness, the following result is useful. 
LEMMA 4.1. Ij’ a E C/“,(S) then R,: C$( S) -+ C$( S) and II Roll B < M, 
o</?<cr< 1. 
Proof: Since C?(S) c CT(S), the fact that R, maps C$( S) into itself 
follows from Theorem 4.2. To estimate the operator norm we have from 
(4.2) an estimate of the Holder constant: 
hs[Roa] = sup IR,a(P,)- Roa(p2)I <B ,,al, 
IP,-PII” 0 
(4.6) 
P,P>CS 
P, z Pz 
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With (4.1) and (4.6), we estimate the /?-norm of R,a as follows: 
(4.7) 
Since CB,( S) c C,(S), we can replace l/all0 by llallp in inequality (4.7). Thus, 
for lIalIp#O, 
II&all~ < M 
II&II,= sup /la,ll, 
aec$n 
(4.8) 
which completes the proof. 
For S smooth, Werner [27, Lemma 51 has proved that RO is compact, 
mapping C,(S) into C,(S). Kress [ 15, Satz 4.51 has proved this result for 
S Lyapunov, c1= 1. This also holds for S Lyapunov, 0 < c1< 1. We sum- 
marize these properties in 
THEOREM 4.3. The operator R, is compact in the following cases: 
(a) C,(S) -+ C,(S), 
(b) c”,(S)+C,(S), 0~~6 1, 
(c) c”,(S)-,CB,(S), o<p<a<1, 
(d) Ca,(S)+C$(S), O<B<a< 1. 
Proof: The proof of (a) is given by Werner [27] and is omitted here. 
The validity of (b) follows immediately since C”,(S) c C,(S). To prove (c), 
we note that a E C;(S) implies a E C,(S) and Theorem 4.2 implies that 
R,a E C$( S). 
Let {a,, } be a uniformly bounded sequence of functions from c”,(S); i.e., 
there exists a constant M independent of n such that 
IM 1 < hf. (4.9) 
It follows from (4.9) that 
h,Ca,l G llc,II.<M. (4.10) 
Hence each a, satisfies 
la,(P,)-a,(P,)I6h,Ca,l lP,-P,I”<MIP,-P,I’. (4.11) 
Inequality (4.11) implies that the sequence {a,} is equicontinuous. 
Inequalities (4.9) and (4.11) imply via the Ascoli-Arzela theorem that there 
is a subsequence {a,} which converges in the supremum norm. 
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To show compactness in case (c), we must show that the sequence 
{Roan,), converges in the p-norm. We have with inequality (4.2) 
IIfMa,,-a,,,,)llp dkf lla~,-a,,,,/Io. (4.12) 
Since the sequence [a,,} is a Cauchy sequence in the supremum norm, 
inequality (4.12) implies that {Roan,) IS a Cauchy sequence in the b-norm. 
The space C!(S), however, is complete in the /?-norm, which proves our 
assertion. 
To establish compactness in case (d), observe that C?(S) c C”,(S). The 
result follows directly from (c). 
5. THE EIGENVALUES OF R, 
Plemelj’s theorem (Haack and Wendland [9]) gives the nature and 
location of the eigenvalues of the integral operator of classical potential 
theory and ensures the convergence of Neumann’s series in that context as 
well as for the Helmholtz problem considered by Kleinman and Wendland 
[ 131. Kleinman and Wendland have remarked that this extended 
Neumann method might be used to solve integral equations which arise in 
other problems provided an analogue of Plemelj’s Theorem were valid. We 
show that such an analogue is valid for the operator R,. 
The proof of Plemelj’s theorem for RO is built on properties of the simple 
layer potential Va (2.4), together with vector forms of the Divergence 
Theorem (Giinter, [8, p. 261) and the eigenvalue equation 
a-JR,,a=O. 
A first step in the proof of Plemelj’s Theorem for R, is 
(5.1) 
THEOREM 5.1. If a satisfies the eigenvalue equation (5.1) then the eigen- 
values A are real and 111 > 1. 
Miiller and Niemeyer [ 19, Lemma S] have proved Theorem 5.1 for S 
smooth using a representation of V x V x Va as the gradient of a simple 
layer; i.e., 
VxVx Va= -V&-l (Vs.a)kdS, p+s, 
s 
(5.2) 
where V,. a is the surface divergence of a (see also Werner [27, p. 3631). 
Kress [ 15, Satz 5.11 has proved Theorem 5.1 for S Lyapunov, tl = 1. Kress 
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proved that if a satisfies (5.1), then V. Va can be represented as a double 
layer; i.e., 
(V. Va)$+dS,=(l+l)V. Va, PE Di, 
2 20 
=V. Va, P E s, 
=(l-L)V. Va, PE D,. (5.3) 
In this case, the eigenvalue equation (5.1) becomes 
(I-A)&(V.Va)-(l+l)z.(V.Va)=O. 
P I 
(5.4) 
Kress’ proof can be modified for S Lyapunov, 0 < CI < 1, provided we 
give an interpretation to the normal derivative of V. Va. An example by 
Giinter [8, p. 721 shows that for Lyapunov surfaces, 0 < LX < 1, the Holder 
continuity of the density is not sufficient for the existence of the normal 
derivative of a double layer. Thus, it is evident by Giinter’s example and 
Kress’ representation of V. Va as a double layer that (d/di)(V. Va) may 
not exist in the usual sense; i.e., as a point function. 
Radon [21] introduced the idea of boundary flow to generalize the nor- 
mal derivative for irregular domains. A slightly different version, which we 
also employ, was used by Burago et al. [4, p. 151. A function u has interior 
boundary flow if for any I$ E C;( rW3) and any sequence of smooth surfaces 
S, c D, which reduce to S in the sense of Section 2, the limit 
Lu(d)= lim 1 d-$-u& (5.5) m--r s m 
exists, where ri, is the unit normal exterior to S,,,, and, moreover, the 
functional k(4) defined by (5.5) can be extended to C(S), the space of all 
continuous functions on S. If the functional Lu(q5) of (5.5) defined on 
CF(rW’) is bounded in C(S), then the extension of k(d) to C(S) can be 
represented by the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral 
where C(j) is a set function of bounded total variation (Yosida 
[30, p. 1191). The set function Z (i) is called the interior boundary flow of U. 
The exterior boundary flow C”) of u is dfined analogously. 
With the idea of boundary flow, it is possible to prove the following two 
theorems. 
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THEOREM 5.2. lf a E pT( S), then V. Va has interior and exterior boun- 
dary flow. 
THEOREM 5.3. If a E C”,(S), then V. Va has a representation as a simple 
layer potential with a summable density. The proofs qf Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 
are deferred to the Appendix. 
Since V ’ Va has a representation as a simple layer with a summable den- 
sity, it follows that the limiting values of the normal derivatives 
c?(V. Va)/&, and J(V. Va)/&z, exist a.e. on S and are summable (Giinter 
[S, p. 1141). We remark that Giinter [S, p. 1141 has also shown that the 
jump conditions for the normal derivative of a simple layer with a sum- 
mable density remain valid a.e. We can use the approximating surface 
argument of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 to establish that if a satisfies (5.1), then 
Eq. (5.4) is valid a.e. With this established, the rest of the proof of Theorem 
5.1 for S Lyapunov, 0 < c1< 1. follows that of Kress [ 15, Satz 5.13. 
The next step in the proof of Plemelj’s theorem for R, is to show that the 
eigenvalues 1 satisfy the strict inequality 111 > 1; i.e., that A= +I are not 
eigenvalues. For 2 = -1, we have 
THEOREM 5.4. [/‘a satisfies 
a+ R,a=O (5.7) 
then a = 0; i.e., A= - 1 is not an eigenvalue of R,. 
Proof: Werner [27, Lemma 131 has established this theorem for 
smooth surfaces S. It is easy to show using the approximating argument of 
Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 that the representation (5.3) holds for S Lyapunov, 
O<a< 1. Hence, with A= -1, (5.3) becomes 
(V. Va)--&[ 
S 
(V. Va)$&d,S2=0. 
2 20 
(5.8) 
It follows that V. I/‘- 0 on S (Mikhlin, [ 17, p. 375). Since a is tangential 
(V. Va),=(V. G’a),=(V. Va),=O. (5.9 1 
But, V. Va is harmonic in Di and D,. Thus, with the boundary con- 
ditions (5.9), V. Va c 0 in all of R’. Hence 
VxVx Va=V(V. Va)-AVa=O in D, and D, 
Equation (5.7) written in terms of the jump condition (2.5) is 
rix(Vx Va),=O. 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
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Application of the Divergence Theorem to Va. ri x (V x Va), with (5.11) 
yields 
- lDejVx Va12dr=!*rVa~rix(Vx Va),dS=O. 
Thus, 
Vx Va=O in D,. 
The jump conditions (2.5) and Eq. (5.13) imply 
ri.(Vx Va)i=fi.(Vxa)c,=O. 
With (5.10), there exists a potential function 4 such that 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
Vx Va=Vd in Di. (5.15) 
Application of the Divergence Theorem to ~(VX Va) with (5.14) yields 
1 IVx Val’dT=J (Vx Va),V&k 
a D, 
Thus, 
=J 
6 
V.(@x Va)ds=) ri.(Vx Va),qSdS=O. (5.16) 
‘S 
Vx Va=O in Di. (5.17) 
Equations (5.13) and (5.17) with the jump condition (2.5) imply 
rixa=O. 
But a is tangential; i.e., A. a = 0. Thus a E 0. 
To show that i = +l is not an eigenvalue of R, we first discuss the 
adjoint R,*. Here we need two preliminary theorems. 
THEOREM 5.5. For a, be C,(S), the operator R,* defined by 
A(P,)x~jSV~~x(a(P~)xri(P,))dS,] (5.18) 
20 
is adjoint to the operator R, in the sense 
s a. R,bdS= b. R,*adS. s (5.19) 
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THEOREM 5.6. If a E C,(S) and b = a x A, then b is a solution qf 
b+R,“b=O (5.20) 
if and only if a is a solution qf 
a-R,a=O. (5.21) 
Werner [ZS] proved Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 for S smooth but the same 
proof suffices for S Lyapunov. The applicability of Fubini’s theorem, 
needed in Theorem 5.5. is assured by Theorem 4.1. 
The proof of Theorem 5.6 for S Lyapunov is identical to that of Werner. 
Finally, since R,, is compact, we show via the Fredholm alternative that 
A = + 1 is a regular value of R,. 
THEOREM 5.7. Zf a satkfies (5.21), then a E 0, i.e., A = + 1 is not an 
eigenvalue qf R,. 
ProoJ: By hypothesis a is a solution of (5.1) for A = +l. Define 
b = ri x a. By Theorem 5.6, b satisfies the adjoint equation b - AR,*b = 0 for 
A = -I. We have shown that /I = -1 is a regular value of RO (Theorem 5.4) 
and that R, is compact (Theorem 4.3 ). By Fredholm’s alternative, A= - 1 
is also a regular value of R,*. Since b satisfies the adjoint equation (5.20), 
b E 0. By definition of b, fi x a = 0. But a is tangential; i.e., fi. a = 0. Thus 
a = 0. 
We have shown that the eigenvalues 1 of R, are real and 111 3 1 
(Theorem 5.1) and that neither i = + 1 are eigenvalues (Theorems 5.4 and 
5.7). Collectively, these results constitute the analogue of Plemelj’s theorem 
which we set out to prove; namely, 
THEOREM 5.8. The eigenvalues i such that a - iR,a = 0 where 
R, : C,(S) + C,(S) are real and strict/J* greater than one in absolute value 
(121 > 1). 
This result, together with the fact R, is a compact mapping of C,(S) into 
C,(S) (Theorem 4.3), enables us to prove the convergence of the sequence 
of iterates {R&a;. This will be done in the next section, where we also 
establish convergence of the sequence of iterates { R’,a ). 
6. CONVERGENCE OF THE SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS 
The kernel of the operator R, can be written 
(6.1) 
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Using elementary calculations, it is possible to show, for points P,, P2 and 
PO on S, that the function V(eikR - l/R) is bounded, i.e., 
(6.2) 
and Holder continuous, i.e., 
eikRlo 
v, -1-V2e 
ikh _ 1 
RIO R 
6 IBI lk13 max{ 1, e-rmkD) IPI - P2l (6.3) 
20 
where D = supp,. p, Es 1 P2 - P, 1 and A and B are constants which depend 
only on the surface S. 
Since 
&kR 
(Rk-Ro)a=ri(P,)x~!:a(P,)xVoldS,. (6.4) 
inequalities (6.2) and (6.3) can be used to show that R, has the properties 
R,: c,(s) + c$-(s) (6.5) 
IIRk- Rollo< (kl” cl maX{ 1, eCtmkDj (6.6) 
IIRk-RolIB6[A, lk12+BI Ik13]max{l,e-‘mkD) (6.7) 
where A 1, B,, and C, are constants which depend only on the surface S. It 
is clear that (6.6) can be made arbitrarily small provided (kl is suffkiently 
small. 
Recall that R, is completely continuous, mapping C,(S) into C,(S) 
(Theorem 4.3), and that the eigenvalues A of R, are real and strictly greater 
than one in absolute value (Theorem 5.8). Hence, if 1, denotes the smallest 
eigenvalue of R,, then (,I,( > 1. Thus, the points A = {A: IR( d 1) are not 
eigenvalues and hence belong to the resolvent set. Consequently, the spec- 
trum a(R,) is in the complement of the set A. Furthermore, R, is compact. 
Hence, the spectrum is discrete and the only limit point is ;I = oz. 
Therefore, 
inf 111 = IA,1 > 1. (6.8) 
ISdROl 
If in inequality (6.8) we replace 1 by its reciprocal l/A, then the left-hand 
side of (6.8) is the reciprocal of the spectral radius of R, (Taylor 
[24, p. 2621). Thus, the spectral radius of R, is strictly less than one. Hence 
we have established 
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THEOREM 6.1. The Neumann series for (I- AR,) ’ converges in the 
operaror norm /I I((, .for IE.1 6 1. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 6.1 is that for k = 0 the iteration 
scheme (3.12) converges to the actual solution of the integral equation 
(3.10). Furthermore, since R,, maps C,(S) into CP,( S), /I < x, the solution 
a = x;=O (AR,)% of a - R,a = c is not only in C,(S), provided c E C?(S), 
but is actually in C/:( S 1, fl< z. 
That the successive approximation method of solution remains valid for 
small values of k is proved in 
THEOREM 6.2. For an)’ p. 1 < p < /;I, 1, there e.yists a k(p j > 0 such that 
jbr all k wi;h 1 h-1 < k( p ) the Neumann series, for (I - R, ) ’ comerges in the 
operator norm 1) Ilo; i.e., the appro.Gnation scheme (3.12) converges. 
Moreover, ,for all k nsith Ikl < k(p), 
II&-Rkll G(ll(~-R,) ‘Il,,)F’. (6.9) 
The proof of Theorem 6.2 is essentially the same as that used by Kleinman 
and Wendland [ 131 in the scalar Neumann problem. As before, even 
though convergence is established initially in the norm 11 Ilo, the fact that 
R, actually maps C,(S) -+ C/i(S), fl < z means that the iterative solution of 
(3.10) is in C?(S), provided of course that the inhomogeneous term c also 
lies in this space. 
7. THE EQUIVALENCE PROBLEM 
The vector fields 
Wa=Vx-J- j 
erh-R 
271 s 
aRdS, Ua= -‘Vx Wa 
iOE 
(7.1) 
satisfy the time-independent Maxwell’s equations in D, 
V x Wa = ioEUa, Vx Ua=io>pWa 
and the radiation conditions 
(7.2) 
lim (Fx(Vx Wa)+ikWa)=O 
r - 1. 
(7.3 1 
lim {Fx (Vx Ua)+ikUa) =0 
r- I (7.4) 
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uniformly in 8 and 4. Thus, it is apparent that Wa and Ua act like the scat- 
tered fields H”‘“’ and E”‘“‘, respectively. We define the total fields 
H = Hi”’ + i Wa, PE D,, (7.5) 
E= -hxH, 
ioc: 
PE D,. (7.6) 
We will show that if a is a solution of 
a- R,a=c (7.7) 
then for small values of k, H”‘“‘= l/2 Wa and Es’“’ = l/2 Ua satisfy (3.2) 
and (3.5) in the case S smooth and (3.6) and (3.7) in the case S Lyapunov. 
For smooth S, if a satisfies (7.7), then the tangential derivatives of a exist 
( [Werner [27, Lemmas 1 and 21). Thus, Wa and V x Wa are continuous in 
D, u S and D, u S (Werner [27, Lemma 3 and Eqs. (2.21)(2.22)] ). Hence, 
for smooth S, W’a and Ua satisfy (3.5). The function Wa is the sum of the 
curl of a simple layer potential and an integral which is HGlder continuous: 
i.e.. 
eikR -1 
axVp 
R 
dS. (7.8) 
Hence, if a E Cz( S) and S is Lyapunov, the jump conditions (2.5) hold; 
moreover, Wa E C”(S). Thus for S Lyapunov, Wa satisfies (3.6). 
To establish the boundary conditions (3.2) and (3.7) we first show that 
H has no tangential components on S. The limit from the exterior of (7.5) 
is, with (2.5), 
H,, = H’“’ + i( Wa),, = Hi”’ + i( Wa), - $? x a; (7.9) 
hence the scalar product of fi with Eq. (7.9) is 
ri.H,=A.H’“‘+th.(Wa),. (7.10) 
We claim that if a satisfies Eq. (7.7) and H is defined by (7.5), then for k 
sufficiently small 
A. H, = 0. (7.11 ) 
To validate this assertion, we proceed as follows. 
Werner has shown that for smooth S the operator R, is an entire 
function of k and the same proof holds for S Lyapunov. Werner has also 
shown that for smooth S the inverse operator (I-R,)-’ exists and 
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depends analytically on k in a neighborhood of k = 0. To extend this to the 
Lyapunov case, we argue as follows. Since (I - R,) ~ ’ exists and is bounded 
(Theorem 6.1) and inequality (6.9) holds for all Iki < k(p), the inverse 
(I- Rk) -’ exists, is bounded, and is given by 
% 
(f-Rk)-‘= c [-(z-R,)~‘(R,-R,)]J(z_Ro) I (7.12) 
, = 0 
(Taylor [24, p. 1641). Moreover, the series converges uniformly with 
respect o the operator norm II Ilo for Ikl <k(p). Since each term of (7.12) 
is analytic in k and since convergence is uniform, the inverse operator 
(I- Rk)-’ is analytic in k for Ikl <k(p) and similarly for (I+ RJ’. 
Next, we prove a preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 7.1. The interior boundary tlalue problem 
v~y.i=o VxVxv-k’yr=O in D;, (7.13) 
uix\lr=o on S, (7.14) 
has, for small values qf k, only the solution v = 0 in D,. 
Proof: Let c = ri x V x \vs. It may be shown that in Di 
voxw= -VOX-&j 
s 
C(~,)$ds. (7.15) 
The jump condition (2.5) implies 
vxyr,= -$Vx Vc),-+t?xc. (7.16) 
Equation (7.16) written in terms of the operator R, is 
c+ R,c=O. (7.17) 
We have shown that for k = 0, Eq. (7.17) has only the solution c - 0 
(Theorem 5.4). Since R is analytic in k and (I+ Rk) ’ exists and is analytic 
in k in a neighborhood of k = 0, Eq. (7.17) has only the trivial solution 
c = 0, for small values of k. Hence V x w, defined by (7.16), is identically 
zero for small values of k and, with (7.13), w also vanishes. A separate 
potential theoretic argument is required to show that \v = 0 when k = 0. 
Now we are able to prove 
THEOREM 7.1. Zf a satisfies (7.7) and H is defined by* (7.5), then .for k 
sufficiently small fi ’ H, = 0. 
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Proof Consider, for P, E Di, the function 
w = Hint + $ Wa. (7.18) 
In Dj, the function \v satisfies 
VxVxv-k’v=Q, v.yl=o (7.19) 
since both Wa and HinC satisfy these equations in the interior. By 
hypothesis, a satisfies (7.7). Hence, with the jump condition (2.5) 
fix [H’“‘++(Wa),]=O, 
i.e., 
rixyri=o on S. (7.20) 
For small values of k, the only solution of the interior boundary value 
problem (7.18b(7.19) is w = 0 (Lemma 7.1). The limiting values of w exist 
and are continuous on S; i.e., li. vi= 0. Hence, with the jump conditions 
(2.6) and the fact that a is tangential, we obtain 
fi-H,=fi.H’“‘++(d. Wa),=fi~H’“‘+~(~~ Wa),=fi.wi=(). 
Thus far we have shown that the solutions Wa and Ua satisfy the time- 
harmonic Maxwell equations and the radiation conditions. In addition, it 
has been shown that Wa satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions and 
smoothness properties on S. It remains to demonstrate the corresponding 
properties for Ua. 
Werner [27, Lemma 41 has shown in the smooth case that if a satisfies 
(7.7) then 
Ax(Vx Wa),=Ax(Vx Wa),. (7.21) 
Since HinC is continuously differentiable, 
ri x [V x (Hi”’ + $ Wa)i] = ri x [V x (Hi”’ + 4 Wa),]. (7.22) 
But for small k, Hint + f Wa = 0 in D, (Lemma 7.1). Thus, we have 
established 
rixE,=Ax [Vx(H’““+tWa),]=O (7.23) 
in the case S smooth. For S Lyapunov, we prove 
THEOREM 7.2. If a satisfies (7.7) and E is defined by (7.6) then for k suf- 
ficiently small 
AxE,.=O (7.24) 
almost everywhere on S and, moreover, the E-field is defined almost 
everywhere on S and is summable. 
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Proof. We have shown that the limit H,. exists (Eq. (7.9)). Hence, the 
limit 
(V x E), = iwpH, (7.25) 
exists. Since A. H,= 0 for small values of k (Theorem 7.1), it follows by 
Stokes’ theorem for a closed surface that 
i (rixE)~;V&S= (1 ri.(VxgE)clS-J’ i?VQxE& 
- s - s s 
(7.26) 
= f fi~(VxE),.qMS= [ A.H,,ddS=O 
- 5 . s 
for every 4 E Cc (S). Thus. 
AxE,.=O (7.27) 
almost everywhere on S. This shows that the boundary condition (3.7) for 
the E-field is satisfied. If we compute A. E,, we obtain 
kR?,, 
ii.E,,= -~~.VxH”“+~V.~~,a,P-,~dS~ 
<’ s 20 
r’“R31 
(7.28) 
+k’~!\ri(PO).a(P1)RdS2. 
20 
Referring to Eq. (7.28 1, the first and third terms in the braces are defined 
and Holder continuous and hence summable on S. The second term, the 
limiting value of the normal derivative of the divergence of a simple layer, 
exists almost everywhere on S and is summable (Theorem 5.3). Thus ri. Et 
is defined almost everywhere and is summable. Since we have already 
shown that il x E,, = 0 almost everywhere on S, we have that E,, exists 
almost everywhere on S. 
APPENDIX 
We provide here the proofs of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3. 
Proof qf’ Theorem 5.2. We will prove that Va has interior boundary 
flow. The proof of the existence of the exterior boundary flow is similar. Let 
S:,, be a sequence of smooth surfaces lying in Di which reduce to S in the 
sense of Section 2. First we show that for all (4 E C$(R3) the limit 
(A.1) 
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exists and defines a bounded linear functional on C,X ( R3). The function 
V. Va is harmonic in Di. Hence, 
V(V. Va)=VxVx Va. (A.21 
Applying first (A.2), the vector identity V x $f = Vq4 x f + qW x f, and Stokes’ 
theorem for the closed surface S;, we obtain for all q5 E Cc (I?) 
= s sA,b’i~VxVx VadS, 
(A.3) 
= /skb?.VxVx VadS,,,-fs, A.Vx [Nx Va] dS, 
m 
= s s A.[(Vx Va)xVd] dS, m 
Convergence of the right-hand side of (A.3) is shown as follows. Denote 
(V x Va) x Vd by A and partition S = fJ;“L, S”’ such that for a given E 
p, qES’/‘+ Iri(p).A(p)-ri(q).A(q)l <E (A.41 
(N may depend on E). This can be done by choosing S’j’ to lie in a ball of 
sufftciently small radius. The intersection of S with a finite number of such 
balls will provide a finite cover from which the S”’ may be chosen. Par- 
tition Sk by the image of the partition of S under q5,,,, i.e., S!$ = dm(Sv”). 
Then, with the Mean Value Theorem and some standard manipulation, it 
follows that 
ii,,, Ads,,, - 
GsuP IA,~(~,,(Pj)).A(~,(p,))-li(Pj)‘A(pj)l LdS,, 
J I I 
+suP l’(pj).A(p,)-ri(qj).A(q,)l 
i 
+suP Ifi(qj)‘A(qj)l f i/~,,,dS~z-J~,,,dS~. 
.;= I m 
(A.5) 
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Continuity of A in the closed domain 0, together with the assumed 
uniform convergence of the normal A,,, implies that the first term in (AS) 
approaches zero with N. independently of p and N. The second term in 
(A.5 ) is small since both p, and 4, E S I”, i.e., Eq. (A.4). The convergence of 
j-p;’ ns,,, to jst /I d S f or any j (Burago rt nl. [4, Lemma 51) guarantees that 
the last term in (A.5) can be made small by taking nr sufficiently large: e.g.. 
with N fixed, 171 may be chosen so that 
Thus. 
lim . /
,,1 + I - )” 
I!,,, . (V x I ‘a ) x VddS,,, = [ ri (V x P’a ), x V4dS (A.61 
I,, I s 
and the limit (A.1 ) exists for all 4 E C; (R’) and remains valid for 
qb E C;C R’ ). 
To prove that V. Ci has interior boundary flow, we must show further 
that the limit (A.6) can be extended to functions $ E C(S). Let $ E C’(S). 
Then certainly $ E C’ + ’ (S). Define $‘. the extension of 4 to the region D’, 
to be the solution of the interior Dirichlet problem: V$‘= 0 in Di, t+Y = tj 
on S. The solution Gi is unique, depends continuously on the data, and 
since $EC’+‘, $‘EC’+“(D,). 0<[1<,1< I (Giinter [S.p.213]). For 
functions Ic/ E C’ (S). let 
C,,($)=F,,,(~‘)= 1 
” s;,, 
@‘$(V. I’a)dS ,,,. 
1,, 
(A.71 
Since rji is unique and depends continuously on the data, F;,, is well defined 
and continuous for each nr. 
The surface S is closed and bounded and, hence, a compact subset of R’. 
Let 2 denote the space C I (S) of infinitely differentiable functions defined 
on S with the topology induced by the countable collection of norms 
(A.81 
for each multi-index a. Then 2 is a complete countably normed space 
(Gel’fand and Shilov [6, Vol. 2, p. 201). In (A.7). we claim that the 
lim ,,I - I c,,(G) defines a continuous linear functional on 2. From (A.6), we 
see that lim,,, _ % Pm,( I/ ) exists for all tj E C’ (S). The function ii(V . va )/St?,,, 
is locally integrable off S. Hence, for each m, F;,, is a continuous linear 
functional on 9. Thus, for each m, c,, E %‘, the dual space of 9. Since the 
dual space of a complete countably normed space is weakly sequentially 
complete (Gel’fand and Shilov [6, Vol. 2, p. 49]), there exists a function 
F’E 9’ such that 
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F(IC/)= lim Pm(#). (A.9) ,?I - 7 
A continuous linear functional defined on Z? generates a continuous linear 
functional on P(S), p > I, a closed subspace of C(S) (Gel’fand and Shilov 
[6, Vol. 2, p. 371). With the HahnBanach theorem, this functional can be 
extended to all of C(S). An application of the Riesz theorem (Yosida 
[30, p. 191) shows that there exists a function Z”’ of bounded total 
variation such that 
F(lj) = j I) Z”‘(dS). (A.lO) 
s 
This proves the theorem. 
Proqf of Theorem 5.3. The function V ’ P’a is harmonic in Di and D, and 
is regular at intinity (Kellogg [ll]). The limits (V. Va), and (V. I/a), exist 
and are Holder continuous on S and, moreover, since a is tangential 
(V. b/a), = (V. C-a), (A.ll) 
(Eq. (2.5)). Thus, the existence and uniqueness of U, =V. P’a, PE D, and 
U, = ‘7. P’a, PE D,, as solutions of an interior and exterior Dirichlet 
problem, respectively, are guaranteed by a theorem of Giinter [8, p. 1781. 
Let S;,, be a sequence of surfaces in Dj which reduce to S (Section 2). Since 
Au,=0 in D;, we obtain 
u, =- 
2’ 
p E s:,, 9 (A.12) 
= 0, PE D,. 
When S:,, + S, the limit of the first integral exists (Burago et 
al. [4, Theorem 21). By Theorem 5.2, the function V. Va has interior boun- 
dary flow. Hence, the limit of the second integral exists. Therefore, the 
limiting value of (A.12) as Sk, + S exists and is given by 
1 s s 1 u,--dS-i iis d,,R 4~{-fdZ~i~=u,, PED,, 5 
ui =- 
2’ 
P E s, (A.13) 
= 0, PE D,.. 
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where L”” is the function of bounded total variation generated by the 
interior boundary flow of U, = V L’a. 
On the other hand. let S;;, be a sequence of surfaces in D,, which reduce 
to S (Section 2). Since ~1, = 0 in D, and U, is regular at infinity, we obtain a 
representation for U, similar to (A.12). When S:,, + S. by reasoning similar 
to the above, we obtain 
PE D;, 
UC 
2 
PE s, (A.14) 
= --II,.. PE D,, 
where 27”’ is the function of bounded total variation generated by the 
exterior boundary flow of U, = V. C’a. 
Subtracting (A.14) from (A.13) and using the boundary condition 14; = u, 
on S (A. I I ). we obtain 
Thus, V. I/a has a representation as a simple layer with a summable den- 
sity. 
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